Ukrainian school
Free online classes for Ukrainian students

Russia's war against Ukraine has already displaced millions of people. Around 20-30% of the
refugees are school-age children whose ability to continue their education has been hampered by the
war.
Integrating Ukrainian pupils quickly and effectively into the Lithuanian education system is difficult due
to language barriers, different curricula, and a lack of teachers as well as suitable schools.
This situation required a rapid response, so an online Ukrainian school was quickly established after
joining forces with a private Ukrainian educational institution. Here, lessons are conducted remotely,
in Ukrainian, according to the official Ukrainian curriculum, by Ukrainian teachers. This initiative is
designed to provide free education to all Ukrainian pupils in grades 1-11.
All Ukrainian students are welcome to join the free lessons online at www.memby.org from
anywhere in the world.
An advanced distance learning platform has been made available to Ukrainian schools by
Digiklase/Memby, Europe's most advanced distance learning platform.







School curriculum according to the official Ukrainian education system
Private school teachers from Ukraine
Lessons in Ukrainian
Engaging online lessons and recordings
Free for all Ukrainian students
Available worldwide





24 teachers
Constantly growing number of lessons
Unlimited places for Ukrainian students

Almost 1000 Ukrainian students have already enrolled in the school. The initiative is growing rapidly,
both in terms of the number of subjects and the number of teachers.
We invite you to share information about these free classes with Ukrainian students and their parents.
Let's make sure that while Ukraine's soldiers are fighting for their country's future, we provide
Ukraine's future - its children - with the education they need.
Donations are needed to ensure the continuation of the online school for Ukrainian children,
you can contribute by visiting www.ukrainianschool.eu
Here you will also find more information about the initiative.

The initiative is supported by Vilnius Municipality, which invites other cities to join in
informing Ukrainians about the online Ukrainian school.

The author of initiative – non-profit organisation Ukrainian School
Contacts:
Mantas Vaitiekunas
mantas.vaitiekunas@gmail.com
+370 698 13783

